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Table Lamp

JWDA Lamp

JWDA Lamp

Product Type
Table lamp

Production Process
Base in polished brass, brushed metal or
concrete. The brass version is mirror polished but not lacquered so the metal will
darken and patinate over time. The glass
shade is made from mouth-blown opal
glass. The knobs are bronzed brass and oxidized steel.

Environment
Indoor

Dimensions (cm / in)
H: 29 cm / 11 3/8"
H: 29 cm / 11 3/8"

Ø: 17 cm / 6 3/4"

Materials
Stainless steel, solid brass or concrete,
glass, dimmer

Colours
Brushed Steel, Mirror Polished Brass

Ø: 17 cm / 6 3/4"

Light Grey/Brass

Voltage (V)

JWDA pendant is part of a series of lamps inspired by traditional oil lamps. The lamp is made

220V

from honest materials – concrete and brass – ennobled by the refinement of its design.
Simplified and reduced of clutter to its essence, JWDA is minimalist lamp – but with a strong

Light source & Energi effeciency class

character. It roundedness expresses warmth and friendliness. The lamp represents a study

G9, MAX 40W, A++, A+, A, B, C, D

in the contrasts between the raw character of the concrete, the delicate glass and refined
brass. Unusually for a pendant lamp, JWDA features a dimmer switch on its base, a practical

Certifications

function that makes this a perfect pendant to hang over a dining table or office desk.

IP20
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About the Designer
Cord lenght / diameter (cm / in)

Jonas Wagell is a Swedish architect and designer based in Stockholm. His work has come

200 cm / 78 3/4"

to be known for simplistic playfulness and clever compact living, with recent collaborations
reaching as far as China, Taiwan and North America. The studio’s architecture work is mostly

Care Instructions

known for the prefab house concept, ‘Mini House’, which has previously been recognized by

Use a soft dry cloth to clean. Do not use

Wallpaper* magazine naming him one of the ‘World’s 50 hottest young Architects’ in 2008.

any cleaners with chemicals or harsh

Today, their work is primarily focused on product design and creative direction for clients

abrasives. Avoid using water.

around the world.

JWDA Lamp

Brushed Steel
1800039

Mirror Polished Brass
1800839

Light Grey/Brass
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